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Laser cooling of a nanomechanical oscillator into its
quantum ground state
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The simplemechanical oscillator, canonically consistingof a coupled
mass–spring system, is used in a wide variety of sensitive measure-
ments, including the detectionofweak forces1 and smallmasses2. On
the one hand, a classical oscillator has a well-defined amplitude of
motion; a quantumoscillator, on the other hand, has a lowest-energy
state, or ground state, with a finite-amplitude uncertainty corres-
ponding to zero-point motion. On the macroscopic scale of our
everyday experience, owing to interactions with its highly fluctuat-
ing thermal environment a mechanical oscillator is filled withmany
energy quanta and its quantumnature is all but hidden. Recently, in
experiments performed at temperatures of a few hundredths of a
kelvin, engineered nanomechanical resonators coupled to electrical
circuits have been measured to be oscillating in their quantum
ground state3,4. These experiments, in addition to providing a
glimpse into the underlying quantum behaviour of mesoscopic
systems consisting of billions of atoms, represent the initial steps
towards the use of mechanical devices as tools for quantum
metrology5,6 or as a means of coupling hybrid quantum systems7–9.
Here we report the development of a coupled, nanoscale optical and
mechanical resonator10 formed in a siliconmicrochip, inwhich radi-
ation pressure from a laser is used to cool the mechanical motion
down to its quantum ground state (reaching an average phonon
occupancy number of 0:85+0:08). This cooling is realized at an
environmental temperature of 20K, roughly one thousand times
larger than in previous experiments and paves the way for optical
control of mesoscale mechanical oscillators in the quantum regime.
It has been known for some time11 that atoms and ions nearly

resonant with an applied laser beam (or series of beams)may bemech-
anically manipulated—even trapped and cooled down to the quantum
ground state of their centre-of-mass motion12. Equally well known1 is
the fact that radiation pressure canbe exerted on ordinary (that is, non-
resonant) dielectric objects to damp and cool theirmechanicalmotion.
In ‘cavity-assisted’ schemes, the radiation pressure force is enhancedby
coupling themotion of amechanical object to the electromagnetic field
in a resonant cavity. Pumping of the cavity by a single-frequency
electromagnetic source produces a coupling between the mechanical
motion and the intensity of the electromagnetic field built up in the
resonator. Because the radiation pressure force exerted on the mech-
anical object is proportional to the field intensity in the resonator, a
formof dynamical back-action results1,13. For a lower-frequency (‘red’)
detuning of the pump source fromthe cavity, this leads to damping and
cooling of the mechanical motion.
Recent experiments involvingmicro- andnanomechanical resonators

coupled to electromagnetic fields at optical and microwave frequencies
have demonstrated significant dynamic back-action due to radia-
tion pressure13. These structures have included Fabry–Pérot cavities
with mechanically compliant miniature end mirrors14–18 or internal
nanomembranes19, whispering-gallery glass resonators20, nanowires
capacitively coupled to co-planar microwave transmission line
cavities6,21 and lumped-circuit microwave resonators with deformable,

nanoscale, vacuum-gap capacitors22. The first measurement of an
engineered mesoscopic mechanical resonator predominantly in its
quantum ground state, however, was performed not using back-action
cooling but rather using conventional cryogenic cooling (bath temper-
ature, Tb< 25mK) of a high-frequency and, thus, low-thermal-
occupancy oscillator3. Read-out and control of mechanical motion at
the single-quantum level was performed by strongly coupling the
gigahertz-frequency piezoelectric mechanical resonator to a resonant
superconducting quantum circuit. Only recently have microwave sys-
tems, also operating at bath temperatures ofTb< 25mK, used radiation
pressure back-action to cool a high-Q-factor, megahertz-frequency
mechanical oscillator to the ground state4,21.
Optically coupledmechanical devices, although they allow for control

of the mechanical system through well-established quantum optical
techniques23, have thus far not reached the quantum regime owing to
a great number of technical difficulties20. A particular challenge has
been maintaining efficient optical coupling and low-loss optics and
mechanics in a cryogenic, subkelvin environment.The optomechanical
system studied in this work allows large optical coupling to a high-Q,
gigahertz-frequencymechanical oscillator, offering both efficient back-
action cooling and significantly higher operating temperatures. As
shown in Fig. 1a, the system consists of an integrated optical and
mechanical nanoscale resonator formed in the surface layer of a
silicon-on-insulator microchip. The periodic patterning of the nano-
beam is designed to result in Bragg scattering of both optical and
acoustic guided waves. A perturbation in the periodicity at the centre
of the beam results in co-localized optical and mechanical resonances
(Fig. 1b, c), which are coupled through radiation pressure10. The funda-
mental optical resonance of the structure occurs at a frequency of
vo/2p5 195THz (l5 1,537 nm), whereas, owing to the speed of
sound being much less than the speed of light, the mechanical res-
onance occurs at vm/2p5 3.68GHz. To minimize mechanical damp-
ing in the structure, an external acoustic radiation shield is added in the
periphery of the nanobeam (Fig. 1d, e). This shield consists of a two-
dimensional ‘cross’ pattern, which has been shown both theoretically
and experimentally to yield a substantial phononic bandgap in the
gigahertz frequency band24.
We use a fibre-taper nanoprobe, formed from standard single-mode

optical fibre, to optically couple to the silicon nanoscale resonators.
As shown in Fig. 2, a tunable laser (New Focus Velocity swept laser;
200-kHz linewidth) is used to cool optically and transduce the mech-
anical motion of the nanomechanical oscillator. Placing the opto-
mechanical devices into a continuous-flow helium cryostat provides
pre-cooling down to Tb< 20K, reducing the bath occupancy of the
3.68-GHz mechanical mode to nb< 100. At this temperature, the
mechanical Q-factor increases up to a measured value of Qm< 105,
corresponding to an intrinsic mechanical damping rate of
ci/2p5 35 kHz. The optical Q-factor is measured to be Qo5 43 105,
corresponding to an optical linewidth of k/2p5 500MHz, slightly
reduced from its room-temperature value.
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In the resolved-sideband limit, where vm/k. 1, driving the system
with a laser (frequency, vl) tuned to the red side of the optical cavity
(detuning, D;vo2vl5vm), creates an optically induced damp-
ing, cOM, of the mechanical resonance25. In the weak-coupling
regime (cOM=k), the optical back-action damping is given by
cOM5 4g2nc/k, where nc is the average number of drive-laser photons
stored in the cavity and g is the optomechanical coupling rate between
the mechanical and optical modes. This coupling rate, g, is quantified
as the shift in the optical resonance for an amplitude ofmotion equal to

the zero-point fluctuation amplitude (xzpf~(B=2mvm)1=2, wherem is
the motional mass of the localized acoustic mode and B is Planck’s
constant divided by 2p). The optomechanical damping, which is a
result of the preferential scattering of drive photons into the upper-
frequency sideband, also cools the mechanical mode. For a quantum-
limited drive laser, the phonon occupancy of the mechanical oscillator
can be reduced from nb~kBTb=Bvm?1 to �n~nb= 1zCð Þznmin,
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and C; cOM/ci is the cooperativity.
The residual scattering of drive photons into the lower-frequency
sideband limits the cooled phonon occupancy to nmin5 (k/4vm)

2,
which is determined by the level of sideband resolution25.
The drive laser, in addition to providing mechanical damping and

cooling, can be used to measure the mechanical and optical properties
of the system through a series of calibratedmeasurements. In a first set
of measurements, we use the noise power spectral density (PSD) of
the drive laser transmitted through the optomechanical cavity to
perform spectroscopy of the mechanical mode. As shown in Sup-
plementary Information, the noise PSD of the photocurrent generated
by the transmitted field of the drive laser with red-sideband detun-
ing (D5vm) yields a Lorentzian component of the single-sided
PSD proportional to Sb vð Þ~�nc

�

v{vmð Þ2z c=2ð Þ2
� �

, where
c5 ci1 cOM5 ci(11C) is the total mechanical damping rate. For a
blue laser detuning of D52vm, the optically induced damping is
negative (cOM524g2nc/k) and the photocurrent noise PSD is pro-
portional to Sb{ vð Þ~ �nz1ð Þc

�

v{vmð Þ2z c=2ð Þ2
� �

. Typical mea-
sured noise power spectra under low-power laser drive (nc5 1.4,
C5 0.27), for both red detuning and blue detuning, are shown in
Fig. 3a. Even at these small drive powers, the effects of back-action
on the measured spectra are evident, with the red-detuned drive
broadening the mechanical line and the blue-detuned drive narrowing
the line. The noise floor in Fig. 3a (shaded in grey) corresponds to the
noise generated by the EDFA used to pre-amplify the transmitted
drive-laser signal before photodetection, and is several orders of mag-
nitude greater than the electronic noise of the photoreceiver and the
real-time spectrum analyser.
Calibration of the EDFA gain, along with the photoreceiver and

real-time spectrum analyser photodetection gain, makes it possible
to convert the measured area under the photocurrent noise PSD into
a mechanical mode phonon occupancy. As described in detail in
Supplementary Information, we perform these calibrations, alongwith
measurements of low-drive-power (C= 1), radio-frequency spectra of
both detunings (D56vm), to provide accurate, local thermometry of
the optomechanical cavity. An example of this formof calibratedmode
thermometry is shown in Fig. 3b, where we plot the opticallymeasured
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Figure 2 | Experimental set-up. A single, tunable, 1,550-nm diode laser is
used as the cooling andmechanical transduction beam sent into the nanobeam
optomechanical resonator cavity held in a continuous-flow helium cryostat. A
wavemetre (WM) is used to track and lock the laser frequency, and a variable
optical attenuator (VOA) is used to set the laser power. The transmitted signal
is amplified by an erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) and detected on a
high-speed photodetector (D2) connected to a real-time spectrum analyser
(RSA), where the mechanical noise power spectrum is measured. A slowly
modulated probe signal used for optical spectroscopy and calibration is
generated from the cooling laser beam using an amplitude electro-optic
modulator (EOM) driven by a microwave source (RFSG). The reflected
component of this signal is separated from the input by an optical circulator
(CIRC), sent to a photodetector (D1) and then demodulated using a lock-in
amplifier (LIA). Paddle-wheel fibre polarization controllers (FPCs) are used to
set the laser polarization at the input to the EOM and the input to the
optomechanical cavity. For more detail, see Supplementary Information.
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Figure 1 | Optomechanical resonator with phononic shield. a, Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of the patterned silicon nanobeam and the
external phononic bandgap shield. b, Enlarged SEM image of the central cavity
region of the nanobeam. c, Top: normalized electric field (colour scale) of the
localized optical resonance of the nanobeam cavity, simulated using the finite-
element method (FEM). Bottom: FEM simulation of the normalized
displacement field of the acoustic resonance (breathing mode), which is
coupled by radiation pressure to the co-localized optical resonance. The

displacement field is indicated by the exaggerated deformation of the structure,
with the relative magnitude of the local displacement (strain) indicated by the
colour. d, SEM image of the interface between the nanobeam and the phononic
bandgap shield. e, FEM simulation of the normalized squared displacement
field amplitude of the localized acoustic resonance at the nanobeam–shield
interface, indicating the strong suppression of acoustic radiation provided by
the phononic bandgap shield. The colour scale represents log[x2/max(x2)],
where x is the displacement field amplitude.
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mechanical mode bath temperature, Tb, as a function of the cryostat
sample mount temperature, Tc (independently measured using a
silicon diode thermometer attached to the copper sample mount).

Figure 3b shows that the optical mode thermometry predicts a mode
temperature in good correspondence with the absolute temperature of
the sample mount for Tc. 50K; below this value, the mode temper-
ature deviates from Tc and saturates to a value of Tb5 17.66 0.8 K
owing to thermal radiative heating of the device through the imaging
aperture in the radiation shield of our cryostat.
In a second set of measurements, we determine the mechanical

damping, c, and the cavity–laser detuning, D, by optical spectroscopy
of the driven cavity. By sweeping a second probe beam, of frequency
vs, over the cavity, with the cooling beam tuned to D5vm, spectra
showing electromagnetically induced transparency26 (EIT) are mea-
sured (Fig. 3c). Owing to the high single-photon cooperativity of the
system, an intracavity population of only nc< 5 switches the system
from reflecting to transmitting for the probe beam. The corresponding
dip at the centre of the optical cavity resonance occurs at a two-photon
detuning of Dsl;vs2vl5vm and has a bandwidth equal to the
mechanical damping rate, ci(11C). In Fig. 4a, we plot the measured
mechanical linewidth as a function of intracavity photon number,
showing good correspondence between both mechanical and optical
spectroscopy techniques, and indicating that the system remains in the
weak-coupling regime for all measured cooling powers. From a fit to
the measured mechanical damping rate as a function of nc (Fig. 4a,
dashed red line), the zero-point optomechanical coupling rate is deter-
mined to be g/2p5 910 kHz.
InFig. 4b,weplot the calibratedLorentziannoisePSDarea, inunits of

phonon occupancy, as a function of red-detuned (D5vm) drive-laser
power. Owing to the low effective temperature of the laser drive, the
mechanical mode is not only damped but is also cooled substantially.
Theminimummeasured averagemode occupancy for the highest drive
power (corresponding to nc< 2,000) is �n~0:85+0:08, putting the
mechanical oscillator in a thermal state with ground-state occupancy
probability greater than 50%. The dashed blue line in Fig. 4b represents
the ideal back-action-cooled phonon occupancy estimated using
both the measured mechanical damping rate in Fig. 4a and the
low-drive-power intrinsic mechanical damping rate. Deviation of the
measured phonon occupancy from the ideal cooling model is seen to
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Figure 3 | Mechanical and optical response. a, Typical measured mechanical
noise spectra around the resonance frequency of the breathing mode for low
drive-laser power (nc5 1.4). The blue and red curves correspond to the spectra
measured with the drive laser blue- and, respectively, red-detuned by a
mechanical frequency from the optical cavity resonance. The black trace
corresponds to the measured noise floor (dominated by EDFA noise) with the
drive laser detuned far from the cavity resonance. b, Plot of the measured
(squares) mechanical mode bath temperature (Tb) as a function of cryostat
sample mount temperature (Tc). The dashed line indicates the curve
corresponding to perfect following of the cryostat temperature by the mode
temperature (Tb5Tc). c, Typical reflection spectrum (normalized power
reflection) of the cavity while driven by the cooling laser (D5vm, nc5 56,
C5 11), as measured by a weaker probe beam at two-photon detuningDsl. The
signature reflection dip on resonance with the bare cavity mode, highlighted in
the inset, is indicative of EIT caused by coupling of the optical and mechanical
degrees of freedom by the cooling laser beam.
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Figure 4 | Optical cooling results. a, Measured mechanical mode linewidth
(squares), EIT transparency bandwidth (circles) and predicted optomechanical
damping rate estimated using the zero-point optomechanical coupling rate,
g/2p5 910 kHz (red dashed line). Inset,measured EIT transparencywindow at
the highest cooling-beam drive power. b, Measured (circles) average phonon
number, �n, in the breathing mechanical mode at vm/2p5 3.68GHz, versus
cooling drive-laser power (in units of intracavity photons, nc), as deduced from
the calibrated area under the Lorentzian line shape of the mechanical noise
power spectrum. The inset spectra show the measured noise PSD (using
xzpf5 2.7 fm, corresponding to the numerically computed motional mass for
the breathing mode with m5 311 fg). The dashed blue line indicates the
estimated mode phonon number calculated from the measured optical

damping alone. Error bars indicate estimated uncertainties as outlined in
Supplementary Information. c, Estimated bath temperature, Tb, versus cooling
laser intracavity photon number, nc. d, Measured change in the intrinsic
mechanical damping rate versus nc (circles). A polynomial fit to themechanical
damping dependence on nc is shown as a dashed line. For more details, see
Supplementary Information. e, Themeasured (squares) background noise PSD
versus drive-laser power (nc), in units of effective phonon quanta. The red
dashed curve corresponds to the theoretical imprecision assuming shot-noise-
limited detection but all other cavity properties and optical loss as in the
experiment. The solid black curve is for an ideal, quantum-limited continuous
position measurement of mechanical motion.
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occur at the highest drive powers and results from both an increase in
the bath temperature due to optical absorption (Fig. 4c) and an increase
in the intrinsic mechanical damping rate (Fig. 4d) induced by the
generation of free carriers through optical absorption (Supplementary
Information). To evaluate the efficiency of the optical transduction of
themechanicalmotion, we also plot (Fig. 4e) themeasured background
noise PSD, or imprecision level. The minimummeasured imprecision,
occurring for nc< 500 corresponds to nimp< 20 in units of phonon
quanta when referred to the peak Lorentzian level of the transduced
mechanical motion (Supplementary Information). Comparing the
measured imprecision with the respective theoretical imprecision levels
for shot-noise-limited detection (Fig. 4e, dashed red curve) and ideal
quantum-limited motion transduction (Fig. 4e, black curve) indicates
that nEDFAimp <15 stems from the excess noise imparted by the EDFA
optical amplifier. The remaining nlossimp<5 is due to optical loss of signal
inside the cavity (11.7 dB) and in the optical fibre output waveguide
(2 dB).
Looking forward, the optical back-action cooling and thermometry,

as performed in this work, represents only a first step towards optical
measurement and control of the quantum state of a nanomechanical
object. The mechanical system, although cooled to a mode occupancy
of less than one, is still prepared in a classical thermal state, with its
quantum zero-point fluctuations hidden by ourmeasurement scheme.
However, experiments to prepare andmeasure non-classical quantum
states of the mechanical system are now within reach. A basic require-
ment for optomechanical experiments in the quantum regime is the
ability to exchange photons with the mechanical resonator on a time-
scale shorter than that for a single thermal phonon to enter the mech-
anical system from the environment. The latter, called the thermal
decoherence time, is given by tth:BQm=kBTb, and the timescale on
which the mechanical resonator exchanges photons with an optical
input is tOM; 1/cOM. The requirement that tOM, tth is equivalent to
the requirement for optical back-action cooling of the mechanical
oscillator to �nv1, and is thus realized for the optomechanical crystal
devices reported here. This allows for optomechanical entanglement
between light and mechanics27 or quantum state transfer between
single optical photons and mechanical phonons9,28, enabling mech-
anical systems to function as both quantum transducers8 and quantum
memory elements29. In addition, the chip-scale nature of the optome-
chanical crystal architecture naturally lends itself to the creation of
coupled photon–phonon circuits, facilitating not only the coupling
of multiple mechanical and optical objects, but also allowing for the
integration of optomechanics with other quantum systems such as
superconducting quantum circuits9. Finally, if a regime of strong coup-
ling at the single-quantum level30 (g/k. 1) could be reached, many
new opportunities would be available, not least the study of nonlinear
phononics at the single-phonon level and the generation of highly
non-classical quantum states in mechanical or optical systems.
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